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1  Stephanie Well I finished mine, but Dana’s still doing hers. I just 
scribbled in it. 

2  R1 That’s fine. Do you want to work on the group sheet?  

3  Stephanie Okay, same thing as the recording sheet?  

4  R1 That’s the same thing 

5  Stephanie Okay. (saying different tower patterns aloud) I’m going to 
do all read first then come to the blue. Red, red, red. Dana 
I’m doing an easier way on the big sheet see what I’m 
doing? First I’m just taking care of red, then I move on to 
the blue that I missed. Okay then red, red. There’s red at the 
top and red at the bottom. Oh well it can be fixed; I’ll just go 
over it with a little bit of blue. Now you see how fast that 
was Dana, how faster it is. Red, red at the bottom. Then it 
goes two reds at the top.  

6  Dana Oh no Steph! 

7  Stephanie Then it goes all red. Then I skip the next one cause the next 
ones all blue. And I go down to here, which would be red, 
red, red. Then comes red, blank, red.  

8  Dana I’m done, I’ll do the blue with you.  

9  Stephanie Wait hold on, red in the middle. Every blank spot that’s not 
colored in is blue. Even this one. There’s one of them that I 
put all blank. Wait where was it. Now I don’t know where I 
was. Wait red at the top, then one in the second one. Red in 
the middle. I’m gunna put stop where you stop. See that’s 
where you stop. At this one. There should be one that’s not 
colored in at all. There should be one that’s all red. This one 
shouldn’t have been colored in. Nuts! Nuts, nuts, nuts. Hang 
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on, all red and then that should have been all blue. I’m 
gunna cross this out, and I’m gunna put this one right here. 
Now this ones all blue, okay Dana? Okay now you do the 
blue cause I did all the red okay?  

10  R1 Okay everyone, we only have a few minutes left I’d like you 
to finish your recording sheet coloring those in and don’t 
take your towers apart leave them because we’re going to 
talk about them tomorrow. So leave them in the nice neat 
rows that you have them in okay?  

11  Dana We’re going to be like this all day.  

12  Stephanie Okay I’ll get a blue pen and I’ll help you out. 

13  R1 Okay if you have your towers in a special order leave them 
that way okay? So we’ll organize them in the way that you 
want to save them  

14  Dana/ 
Stephanie 

(Finish coloring up to the sixteenth tower)  

 


